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Vanished
Vanished
Reporter Moira Harrisons is lost. In the dark. In a thunderstorm. When a confusing detour places her on a rural, wooded road, she's startled
by the sudden appearance of a lone figure caught in the beam of her headlights. Though Moira jams on her brakes, the car careens across
the wet pavement--and the solid thump against the side of the vehicle tells her she hit the person before she crashes into a tree on the far
side of the road. A dazed Moira is relieved when a man opens her door, tells her he saw everything, and promises to call 911. Then
everything fades to black. When she comes to an hour later, she is alone. No man. No 911. No injured person lying on the side of the road.
But she can't forget the look of terror she saw on the person's face in the instant before her headlights swung away. The person she hit had
been in trouble. She's sure of it. But she can't get anyone to believe her story--except a handsome former police detective, now a private eye,
who agrees to take on the case. From the very first page, readers will be hooked into this fast-paced story full of shocking secrets from fanfavorite Irene Hannon. Vanished is the exciting first book in the Private Justice series: Three justice seekers who got burned playing by the
rules now have a second chance to make things right.

The Vanished Child
When an eleven-year-old is abducted on her way to school, the FBI immediately sends agents to scour the area and embed Special Agent
Ava McLane with the family. In the middle is local detective Mason Callahan, whose life is crumbling; he's related to thevictim, and his
confidential informant has just been murdered. Both he and Agent McLane hole up in the victim's family home. As Ava and Mason struggle to
hold the family together, the two investigators find themselves drawn to each other.
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The Vanished Series Books 1-3
The Tournament Trilogy follows the rise of the Tournament, a secretive, state-sponsored war gameand the stakes couldn't be higher. This
collection contains the first three books in the series and is over 1000 pages of conspiracy, warfare, and murder! _____ Blue Fall (Book 1) If
you knew about The Tournament, you'd know why they want it kept secret. People don't like to hear that state-sponsored war games are
going on under their noses, in their cities, and on their streets. The world isn't ready to know that the most powerful among us can shape the
future by wagering on these fights. People wouldn't understand if they learned that teams in The Tournament have the freedom to do almost
anything, anywhere, to win. The Tournament was supposed to be the perfect game, and the perfect secret. Frank Youngsmith, a hapless
insurance agent, was supposed to be a nobody, none the wiser. But sometimes things just don't work out like they're supposed to. When
Frank stumbles into the dark world of The Tournament when the game is on, it's up to him to expose the secretor die trying. Grey Winter
(Book 2) Two players have been murdered. Two killers are on the loose. Nothing is what it seems. The world is awake now. The Tournament
has captivated everyone, but no winner can be declared until the mystery of what happened to Team Blue is solved. Meanwhile, three new
players are chosen to rebuild the fallen team, but they are young and inexperienced, and instantly targeted. Their survival is dependent upon
their existence remaining a secret. But in the Tournament, secrets are hard to keep. New alliances are formed, old enemies are confronted,
and the truth is finally revealed in Grey Winter. Black Spring (Book 3) The Black House gathers power and the remaining teams are divided.
The Tournament will fall into the hands of Eddie Mazaryk and Team Black unless Ellie Willmore and Team Blue can stop them. But to stop
Black, Ellie needs to pull off a miracle: unite sworn enemies to beat the best of the best. The stakes have never been higher. The winners
own the Tournament. The losers forfeit everythingeven their lives. Ties of friendship, love, and hate are put to the test under a hail of gunfire
in Black Spring, the spectacular conclusion to The Tournament Trilogy.

The Vanished
Nick Heller is tough, smart, and stubborn. And in his line of work, it's essential. Trained in the Special Forces, Nick is a high-powered
intelligence investigator--exposing secrets that powerful people would rather keep hidden. He's a guy you don't want to mess with. He's also
the man you call when you need a problem fixed. Desperate, with nowhere else to run, Nick's nephew, Gabe makes that call one night. After
being attacked in Georgetown, his mother, Lauren, lies in a coma, and his step-dad, Roger, Nick's brother, has vanished without a trace. Nick
and Roger have been on the outs since the arrest, trial, and conviction of their father, the notorious "fugitive financier," Victor Heller. Where
Nick strayed from the path, Roger followed their father's footsteps into the corporate world. Now, as Nick searches for his brother, he's on a
collision course with one of the most powerful corporations in the world--and they will stop at nothing to protect their secrets, in Joseph
Finder's thrilling Vanished.

The Kingdom of Liars
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When a country is held in thrall to a vicious, despotic king, it’s up to one woman to take him down. Long ago, Queen Mirantha vanished. King
Karolje claimed it was an assassination by a neighboring king, but everyone knew it was a lie. He had Disappeared her himself. But after
finding the missing queen’s diary, Anza—impassioned by her father’s unjust execution and inspired by Mirantha’s words—joins the resistance
group to overthrow the king. When an encounter with Prince Esvar thrusts her into a dangerous game of court politics, one misstep could
lead to a fate worse than death. Esvar is the second son to an evil king. Trapped under his thumb and desperate for a way out, a chance
meeting with Anza gives him the opportunity to join the resistance. Together, they might have the leverage to move against the king—but if
they fail, their deaths could mean a total loss of freedom for generations to follow. Set in a world where resistance is as dangerous as it is
important, The Vanished Queen is a tale of the courage and sacrifice it requires to take on a tyrant.

The Tournament Trilogy
The Walker chases a rogue spirit, something dark and chaotic that broke through into the land of the living and took on the form of a coyote.
Caroline and Owen have been on the move for years trying to find a place to call home. Caroline remains torn—her heart split in two. Half of
her loves Owen, the other half still loves Ben. Grant travels with them, but he struggles with the weight of his position as Keeper and wants to
carve his own path. Everywhere they go they find a strange malice and unease waiting for them. The coyote’s handiwork. They don't know it
yet, but all of them are travelling in the same direction. Back to Chaco Navajo Reservation . . . which is exactly what the coyote wants.

The Vanished Child
In this brilliant debut fantasy, a story of secrets, rebellion, and murder are shattering the Hollows, where magic costs memory to use, and only
the son of the kingdom’s despised traitor holds the truth. Michael is branded a traitor as a child because of the murder of the king’s nine-yearold son, by his father David Kingman. Ten years later on Michael lives a hardscrabble life, with his sister Gwen, performing crimes with his
friends against minor royals in a weak attempt at striking back at the world that rejects him and his family. In a world where memory is the
coin that pays for magic, Michael knows something is there in the hot white emptiness of his mind. So when the opportunity arrives to get
folded back into court, via the most politically dangerous member of the kingdom’s royal council, Michael takes it, desperate to find a way
back to his past. He discovers a royal family that is spiraling into a self-serving dictatorship as gun-wielding rebels clash against magically
trained militia. What the truth holds is a set of shocking revelations that will completely change the Hollows, if Michael and his friends and
family can survive long enough to see it.

Vanished?
From New York Times bestselling author Nic Stone comes an all-new upper middle grade series based on one of the Marvel Universe's
break-out characters- Shuri, from Black Panther!
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Follow the Crow (Vanished, #1)
Why the United States has developed an economy divided between rich and poor and how racism helped bring this about.

The Vanishing Middle Class
Gone Girl meets Pretty Little Liars in the first book of this fast-paced psychological thriller series full of delicious twists and turns. Friendship.
Obsession. Deception. Love. Kalah knows better than to fall for Beth Taylor . . . but that doesn't stop her from falling hard and falling fast,
heart first into a sea of complications. Then Beth vanishes. She skips town on her eighteenth birthday, leaving behind a flurry of rumors and a
string of broken hearts. Not even Beth's best friend, Britney, knows where she went. Beth didn't even tell Kalah good-bye. One of the rumors
links Beth to Britney's boyfriend, and Kalah doesn't want to believe the betrayal. But Brit clearly believes it—and before Kalah can sort out the
truth, Britney is dead. When Beth finally reaches out to Kalah in the wake of Brit's suicide, Kalah wants to trust what Beth tells her. But she's
swiftly realizing that nothing here is as it seems. Kalah's caught in the middle of a deadly psychological game, and only she can untangle the
deceptions and lies to reveal the unthinkable truth.

The Vanished Man
"It is the last season of high school life for Nadia Turner, a rebellious, grief-stricken, seventeen-year-old beauty. Mourning her own mother's
recent suicide, she takes up with the local pastor's son. Luke Sheppard is twenty-one, a former football star whose injury has reduced him to
waiting tables at a diner. They are young; it's not serious. But the pregnancy that results from this teen romance--and the subsequent coverup--will have an impact that goes far beyond their youth. As Nadia hides her secret from everyone, including Aubrey, her God-fearing best
friend, the years move quickly. Soon, Nadia, Luke, and Aubrey are full-fledged adults and still living in debt to the choices they made that one
seaside summer, caught in a love triangle they must carefully maneuver, and dogged by the constant, nagging question: What if they had
chosen differently? The possibilities of the road not taken are a relentless haunt."--Amazon.com.

Vanished Books Three & Four
From New York Times bestselling author Jayne Ann Krentz comes a gripping new romantic suspense trilogy fraught with danger and enigma.
Decades ago in the small town of Fogg Lake, The Incident occurred: an explosion in the cave system that released unknown gases. The
residents slept for two days. When they woke up they discovered that things had changed--they had changed. Some started having visions.
Others heard ominous voices. And then, scientists from a mysterious government agency arrived. Determined not to become research
subjects of strange experiments, the residents of Fogg Lake blamed their "hallucinations" on food poisoning, and the story worked. But now it
has become apparent that the eerie effects of The Incident are showing up in the descendants of Fogg Lake. Catalina Lark and Olivia
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LeClair, best friends and co-owners of an investigation firm in Seattle, use what they call their "other sight" to help solve cases. When Olivia
suddenly vanishes one night, Cat frantically begins the search for her friend. No one takes the disappearance seriously except Slater
Arganbright, an agent from a shadowy organization known only as the Foundation, who shows up at her firm with a cryptic warning. A
ruthless killer is hunting the only witnesses to a murder that occurred in the Fogg Lake caves fifteen years ago--Catalina and Olivia. And
someone intends to make both women vanish.

The Spear of Malice (War of the Archons 3)
Dragons of a Vanished Moon
She: a very hot 30-something Swedish woman. He: a native of Berlin, on vacation in rural Sweden, seeking solace for his broken heart. They
meet. He finds her irresistible. But before their relationship can get off the ground, she vanishes mysteriously, having apparently been
abducted. So Martin sets out to rescue Liv from her captors, with the aid of two Swedish detectives in a race against time - and across
Sweden. In so doing, Martin and his intrepid detective duo put their very lives on the line. Vanished? is the first book in the Stockholm Sleuth
series and where we meet the two private investigators: Elin and Lars. If you like fast action and surprising twists, then you'll love Christer
Tholin's Swedish crime novels.

The Vanished (Shuri: A Black Panther Novel #2)
Lying at the bottom of his apartment stairs, a postman is found dead. At first glance, his death appears to be a simple fall, a straightforward
accident and the perfect case for Detective Chief Superintendent Konrad Simonsen to return to after a severe heart attack. But when he is
called to investigate, new forensic evidence comes to light and something doesn't add up. Did the postman fall or was he pushed? When lifesize images of a girl are discovered plastering the walls of the dead man's attic, the case takes a new and sinister turn. Who is she? Could
she be alive? Soon the homicide team find themselves delving into the past, but as they approach the truth, Simonsen discovers long-hidden
skeletons in his own closet.

Beyond the Veil (Vanished, #2)
When Lightning Strikes When lightning strikes there can only be trouble - as Jessica Mastriani finds out when she is caught in a
thunderstorm. But this trouble with a capital T - this trouble is serious. Because somehow, on that long walk home, Jess acquired a new
talent. She can find missing people - dead or alive… Code Name Cassandra Since developing her psychic powers, Jess has discovered that
not everyone wants to be found. And, right now, Jess is one of them. Because some very important people want to speak to her about her
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newfound powers - people who know just how a good power can be used for evil - and the wrong decision will lead Jess into deadly danger…

The Mothers
Ben Dejooli is a Navajo cop who can't escape his past. Six years ago his little sister Ana vanished without a trace. His best friend saw what
happened, but he refuses to speak of what he knows, and so was banished from the Navajo tribe. That was the day the crows started
following Ben. Caroline Adams is a nurse with a special talent: she sees things others can't see. She knows that Ben is more than he seems,
and that the crows are trying to tell him something. What the crows could shed new light on the mystery of Ana's disappearance, or it could
place Ben and Caroline at risk of vanishing just like she did.

The Mystery of the Vanished Victim
The bell that holds power over death has been lost. The race to find it has begun, and our world hangs in the balance. Caroline and Owen
search for the bell across the land of the living. Ben Dejooli, now known as the Walker, searches the land of the dead. Their mission is to
protect the bell and keep it secret. Others seek the bell as well, but they have different plans plans that could disrupt the careful balance
between life and death that has stood since the beginning of time. When a young boy finds the bell out in the plains of Texas, he quickly
becomes the target of a showdown between the lands of the living and the dead, and those that want to rule over both.

The Vanished Series: Books 1-3
Ever since Jessica Mastriani was struck by lightning, she's had the ability to find missing people. But her amazing new power came at a cost:
national fame and a crushing responsibility that Jess never asked for. The only way she knows how to get back her old life is to lie and say
she’s lost her gift. But when Jess’s classmates start to disappear, she's accused of being involved. Jess’s only chance to clear her name is to
use her powers. But this will only bring back all the old nightmares: the press, the FBI, everyone who seems to want a piece of her . . .
including the guy she once gave her heart to. Time is running out, and it seems as if Jess is the only one who can save her friends. But even
if she succeeds, will there be anyone to save her?

The Lost Planet Series
When a popular high-school student goes missing from her small Midwestern community, her loving parents, introverted sister, friends, and
boyfriend devote themselves to finding her, an effort that gives way to pleading television appearances, private investigations, and intimate
struggles to cling to hope. 60,000 first printing.
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The Destroyed
In the third in the epic fantasy series, War of the Archons, the war of the gods continues to threaten all existence. Perfect for fans for Brandon
Sanderson, Michael J. Sullivan and Brian Staveley. As its neighbours muster for war, the city state of Kantor clings desperately to neutrality.
Suraan, the queen regent, is beset on all sides, her son Rahuul still too young to take the throne. As his elder sister and guardian, Adaali's
only purpose is to protect Rahuul from would be usurpers. But dark forces are at play from within and without, and she must seek help from
the most unlikely of places, or be consumed by the war of the gods that threatens to destroy the very fabric of her world.

The Missing Sister
While visiting Scrub Brush, a frontier town, with their teacher, Edward "Egg" Garrison and his friends are told that someone is stealing the
ticket money which could force the village to close and they set out to find the culprit.

The Vanishing Season
A courageous band of heroes joins forces to battle an extraordinary villainess and her powerful army of the dead.

The Vanished
At the start it was just stories. Stories of plague graves, vanished children and hidden steps leading to a festering underworld. But when
another child goes missing, Fraser and Cassie wonder if there's some truth in the tales. The dark tunnels running under the city are real
enough. Then there's Billy, who promises to lead them to a decaying kingdom far more terrifying than anyone could imagine Highly-acclaimed
Celia Rees writes superb supernatural horror novels for teenagers. The Vanished is one of the best.

Shuri: A Black Panther Novel (Marvel)
What would you do if you discovered you had a brother you never knew existed? On her deathbed, Freda Duckworth confesses to giving
birth to an illegitimate child in 1944 and placing him in a children's home. Seven years later she returned but he had vanished. What
happened to the child? Why did he disappear? Where did he go? Jayne Sinclair, genealogical investigator, is faced with lies, secrets and one
of the most shameful episodes in recent history as she attempts to uncover the truth. Can she find the vanished child? The book is the fourth
in the Jayne Sinclair Genealogical Mystery series but can be read as a stand alone novel. Every childhood lasts a lifetime.

Songs for the Missing
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Six years ago, the team hired to kill Mila Voss reported her death. Now she's shown up on a Tanzanian hotel security camera. Jonathan
Quinn, a cleaner who'd been responsible for the body's disposal, is being tracked by those who paid for Mila's death.

Vanished
A strange bird leads Gully to a bloody mystery at the United Nations Gully Queen is lounging around the apartment of his uncle, the worldfamous sleuth Ellery Queen, when a knock comes at the door. It is Ellery’s neighbor, a harmless old man, with a beautiful mynah bird
perched on his shoulder. He wants Ellery to find out where the bird came from, but Ellery is out of town, so the case falls to his nephew Gully.
The bird says but one thing: “Katal! Katal!” Gully is baffled— until he learns that an Indian diplomat’s bodyguard has vanished from his hotel
room, and that in Hindi, katal means “kill.” Searching for the bird’s owner takes Gully to the United Nations, where two Indian boys join the
hunt for the missing guard. Together, they will find themselves in the thick of an adventure faster than you can say katal! Ellery Queen is one
of the world’s finest detectives, but his adventures are nothing compared to the Ellery Queen Jr. Mystery Stories. Join Queen’s nephew,
Gully, on adventures filled with danger, suspense, and thrills. The Mystery of the Vanished Victim is the eleventh book in the Ellery Queen Jr.
Mystery Stories, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.

The Vanished Queen
The Village That Almost Vanished
Time travelers Jonah and Katherine arrive in 1611 to rescue John Hudson, son of the explorer Henry Hudson, but soon Jonah and
Katherine's knowledge of history is tested once again, and they fear that more is at stake than just one boy's life.

Vanished
Winner of the Minotaur Books/Mystery Writers of America First Crime Novel Competition, Joanna Schaffhausen’s accomplished debut The
Vanishing Season will grip readers from the opening page to the stunning conclusion. Ellery Hathaway knows a thing or two about serial
killers, but not through her police training. She's an officer in sleepy Woodbury, MA, where a bicycle theft still makes the newspapers. No one
there knows she was once victim number seventeen in the grisly story of serial killer Francis Michael Coben. The only one who lived. When
three people disappear from her town in three years—all around her birthday—Ellery fears someone knows her secret. Someone very
dangerous. Her superiors dismiss her concerns, but Ellery knows the vanishing season is coming and anyone could be next. She contacts
the one man she knows will believe her: the FBI agent who saved her from a killer all those years ago. Agent Reed Markham made his name
and fame on the back of the Coben case, but his fortunes have since turned. His marriage is in shambles, his bosses think he's washed up,
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and worst of all, he blew a major investigation. When Ellery calls him, he can’t help but wonder: sure, he rescued her, but was she ever truly
saved? His greatest triumph is Ellery’s waking nightmare, and now both of them are about to be sucked into the past, back to the case that
made themwith a killer who can't let go.

The Coyote Way (Vanished, #3)
Journey to The Lost Planet with five full-length novels!The Forgotten CommanderOur planet, Mortuus, is lost and dying.A desolate place
where a few lone survivors dwell.My men have lost hope. Our future is bleak.Longevity is a luxury we can't afford.The most we can hope for
is survival.We've all but given up when an opportunity presents itself.Five females-a chance at a future.Procuring these women went against
everything I'd been taught, but desperate times call for desperate measures.They're ours now.Asleep and made ready for breeding.We won't
die out-lost and forgotten.It's our destiny to grow and once again inhabit our lonely planet.I am Breccan Aloisius, the forgotten commander.My
people will have the future they deserve.I'll make sure of it.My mind is made upuntil she wakes and nothing goes as planned.The Vanished
SpecialistMy lilapetal is dyingand I can't save her.The woman who brought me back to life may not live long enough to see me truly happy.All
the tests, the experiments have failed meand I have failed her.If I don't devise a cure to save my alien, I'll spend the rest of my existence on
Mortuus alone.The others believe my mate isn't strong enough to survive. That she can't breed and should be put back into cryosleep until
she's healed.But I won't allow it.I will defy the only family I've ever known to save her.Even if it means vanishing into the unknown.She is all
that matters and no amount of her protests will keep me from doing what I must to keep her safe.The Mad LieutenantHer voice brought me
back from the darkness, but I don't want the sweet relief she promises. Unlike the rest of the morts on my planet, I don't want a mate.
Especially not her.She's loud, boisterous, and doesn't take no for an answer.Unlike the rest of the alien females my brothers have woken
from cryosleep, Molly doesn't find my growls intimidating. The more I try to ignore her, the more she tries to befriend me.I'd been taken
captive once by the virus that nearly killed me. I bear its scars, not only on my body, but in my thoughts. No woman, not even one as beautiful
as Molly, can heal me.I don't want her, but she needs me.The Uncertain ScientistI had everything I ever wanted.I was brilliant, successful,
esteemed.Alone.But I didn't mind. I liked being alone.Until they stole me.And I wake up, captive, pregnant with an alien baby-and still a
virgin.For a race of freaks nearing extinction, there seems to be far, far too many of them.Everywhere I turn, one of the morts or their human
mates wants to comfort me, make me feel welcome and safe. But I don't want to feel welcome or safe. I want the life they stole from me.None
of them pay any heed to my angry tirades, least of all the father of the child I carry. There's no doubt he wants the baby, but that isn't all he
wants.In fact, I'm beginning to think if some of the morts had their way I'd never be alone again.The Lonely OrphanOur planet has hope.Still
decaying and barely inhabitable, but ours.With the arrival of the females, we're no longer lonely.Well, some of us aren't.For the rest, we ache
for what they have.Peace. Happiness. Love.But where the other unmatched Morts want a mate to call their own, I'm different.Life cruelly
made me fall for the one person I'm not allowed to have.Bitterness and jealousy are my mates now.I've resigned myself to the fact that I will
always be alone.Until my commander sends me on a mission to rescue someone very important to his mate-her sister.A woman so different.
So imperfect. So maddeningly defiant. Someone I have no interest in whatsoever.This feral female will never own my heart.Or so I
thought.Love always has a plan of its own.
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Vanished
Hunting down a killer and master illusionist whose first of several brutal murders took place at a prestigious New York music school,
investigator Lincoln Rhyme and his protTgTe, Amelia Sachs, work together to prevent a terrifying act of vengeance.

The Girl That Vanished
In Autumn 1944, a massive American bomber carrying 11 men vanished over the Pacific islands of Palau, leaving a trail of mysteries.
According to mission reports from the Army Air Forces, the plane crashed in shallow water, but when investigators went to find it, the
wreckage wasn't there. Witnesses saw the crew parachute to safety, yet the airmen were never seen again. Now, in a spellbinding narrative,
Wil S. Hylton weaves together the true story of the missing men, their final mission, the families they left and the real reason their
disappearance remained a mystery.

The Vanished Specialist
My lilapetal is dying and I can't save her.The woman who brought me back to life may not live long enough to see me truly happy.All the
tests, the experiments have failed me and I have failed her.If I don't devise a cure to save my alien, I'll spend the rest of my existence on
Mortuus alone.The others believe my mate isn't strong enough to survive. That she can't breed and should be put back into cryosleep until
she's healed.But I won't allow it.I will defy the only family I've ever known to save her.Even if it means vanishing into the unknown.She is all
that matters and no amount of her protests will keep me from doing what I must to keep her safe.

Vanished!
Shuri, the Princess of Wakanda (and sister to the Black Panther), sets out to save a group of kidnapped girls in this all-new, original middlegrade novel by New York Times bestselling author Nic Stone!

The Vanished Bride
Before they became legendary writers, Charlotte Bront , Emily Bront , and Anne Bront were detectors in this charming historical mystery
Yorkshire, 1845. A young wife and mother has gone missing from her home, leaving behind two small children and a large pool of blood. Just
a few miles away, a humble parson's daughters--the Bront sisters--learn of the crime. Charlotte, Emily, and Anne Bront are horrified and
intrigued by the mysterious disappearance. These three creative, energetic, and resourceful women quickly realize that they have all the skills
required to make for excellent "lady detectors." Not yet published novelists, they have well-honed imaginations and are expert readers. And,
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as Charlotte remarks, "detecting is reading between the lines--it's seeing what is not there." As they investigate, Charlotte, Emily, and Anne
are confronted with a society that believes a woman's place is in the home, not scouring the countryside looking for clues. But nothing will
stop the sisters from discovering what happened to the vanished bride, even as they find their own lives are in great peril

Vanished: When Lightning Strikes & Code Name Cassandra
In Paris, her twin sister has vanished, leaving behind three chilling words: Trust no one. Shayna Darby is finally coming to terms with her
parents' deaths when she's delivered another blow. The body of her estranged twin sister, Angela--the possible victim of a serial killer--has
been pulled from the Seine. Putting what's left of her life on hold, Shayna heads to Paris. But while cleaning out Angela's apartment, Shayna
makes a startling discovery: a coded message meant for her alone Alive. Trust no one. Taking the warning to heart, Shayna maintains the lie.
She makes a positive ID on the remains and works to find out where--and why--her missing sister is hiding. Shayna retraces her sister's
footsteps, and they lead her down into Paris's underbelly. As she gets closer to the truth--and to the killer--Shayna's own life may now be in
the balance

Torn
RingRing One call from her past was all it took to change everything. A ten-year-old girl has vanished on her way home from camp. And
things took a turn for the worse when another child, a child that Emma knows, goes missing. Disappearances, death, and tragedies has
followed Emma Griffin throughout her childhood. Her obsession with finding out the truth behind her past was what led her to join the FBI. It's
been months since the horror of Feather Nest. After the shocking revelation of the last case, FBI agent Emma Griffin decides to take a muchneeded vacation. But a phone call from Sheriff Sam Johnson, a man from her past, completely derails her plans. A young girl has
disappeared, and another child has gone missing. With the number count slowly climbing. Emma must now put her plans on hold, go back to
her hometown and face some ghosts from her past. When a mysterious package appears on her birthday. Emma can't shake the feeling that
someone is monitoring her every movement. Someone is getting too close for comfort. The question is who? In the close-knit town of
Sherwood, the truth is never as it seems.

The Vanishing
In Washington, D.C., twelve-year-old Florian Bates, a consulting detective for the FBI, and his best friend Margaret must uncover the truth
behind a series of private middle school pranks that may or may not involve the daughter of the President of the United States.
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